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About This Game

Super Grav is a retro gravity cave flyer for 1-4 players, featuring single player or co-op multiplayer missions, racing and
dogfighting.

With fast-paced, super smooth 60fps gameplay, pixel-perfect collision detection and that ‘just right’ feel to the physics, Super
Grav offers a true test of skill, precision and reflexes. Dodge enemies and bullets, navigate caverns to complete Missions either

solo or co-op, battle deathmatch in Dogfight mode or see who can complete 3 subterranean laps the fastest in Race mode.

Back by popular demand, with graphics inspired by the 8-bit and 16-bit era of gaming, Super Grav is an extended remake of
DemonStudios founder James Shaughnessy’s very own first game and 1998 Net Yaroze coverdisc hit, Gravitation.

Features:

Pixel-perfect collision detection and super smooth 60fps gameplay

Single-player Mission and time trial Race modes
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Local multiplayer split-screen up to 4 players, in either co-op or versus Mission mode, and Race, Dogfight or Pod
Hunter versus modes

Steam Leaderboards and Achievements - compete with friends for the best Mission scores and fastest Race times and
watch their full replays

Steam Cloud Saves - progress and all 'local' scores and replays are all sync'd in the cloud

Textbook 1, 2 or 3-Star rating on each mission - aim to 3-Star all missions individually and ultimately all in a single run

27 Mission maps, 9 Race maps, 3 dedicated Dogfight maps, plus a bonus of all 9 original Gravitation maps + more

PowerUp Pods offer weapon upgrades such as triple shot and rapid fire, or strike an opponent with a Negative PowerUp
such as reverse steering or gravity!

Watch full replays of the action at any time, with automatic saving of record-breaking Mission and Race replays

Lots of configuration options in versus modes, such as disabling weapons and ship-to-ship collisions which is great for
really pure racing

Handicap system: add weight or weapons to help balance versus modes for differing player skill levels

An original chip tune music soundtrack by DaveDexterMusic

Supports lots of popular game controllers

Game Modes:

Mission - Find and return all crates back to their bases - playable in single-player or multiplayer in either co-op or versus
mode

Race - Race laps around the caverns through the gates against the clock - playable in single-player time trial or
multiplayer race mode

Dogfight - Multiplayer deathmatch mode

Pod Hunter - Multiplayer PowerUp Pod scavenge

Super Grav - the retro arcade gravity game that’s great fun chasing high-scores in single-player and even more fun in local
multiplayer!
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Title: Super Grav
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
DemonStudios
Publisher:
DemonStudios
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 or ATI Radeon HD 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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A classic for me, personally.

It was the first computer game I ever played, and I played it for tens, maybe even, hundreds of hours. I'm sure I can shelf this
under the "guilty pleasure" section as it has game breaking stratagies, many bugs, and mind-hurting compatibility issues for
newer operating systems (even on Steam).

For most it would be a hard pass even for a single digit price, but for me it is priceless.. Abduction Bit is a cute and nostalgic
platformer undermined with its average controls.

Pros:
+ Cheap
+ Nostalgic arcade gfx, sound and gameplay
+ Easy to pick'n'play

Cons:
- Controls are not adequate for the genre
- Not much to dig in

Overall:
3.5\/10 Just played for fun about 1-2 hours. It is what it is.. The time has come for some bareback action.
Let's create some really nice fetus in that hole.
In this game you will become the fastest fishie.
You have to learn how to control those sperms.
Let's just kill them all and become the best one.
. A Cross Between Bezerk, and the Tank game from atari,
Idea is not as original as claimed, wish levels ran concurrent, add achievements and cards, multiplayer would be cool, The music
was bad♥♥♥♥♥but is only a short piece that ends fast leaving you with tank sounds. Maybe more weapons. Missions, maybe
bases?. Shoddy controls, at times it takes many button mashes for it to respond. Game glitches at inopportune times. In addition,
at parts you will take damage regardless if you have completed a portion. Inability to remap keys is a big minus as well.. By
watching this it inspirating me to be stronger and road to my goal in the future :). You, as a ninja, have just 10 seconds to
eliminate every enemy on screen. At your disposal are three throwable shurikens and a sword. That’s it. You get rewarded
anywhere from one to three stars based on your performance. 10 Second Ninja X is fast-paced fun. It can be the most
aggravating yet satisfying feeling to finally beat one of those levels that you’ve been stuck at.. I'M A FIRESTARTER, TWISTED
FIRESTARTER - Prodigy

Okay maybe not a firestarter but you are a sidekick for a demolitions expert named Frank (who seems to revel in calling you a
'rookie') as you navigate around the grounds of Edmont Worsted Industrial complex in 96 Mill St, Rhode Island to prep and place
explosives at key points marked out by Frank.
As you explore each area you will hear Frank eloquently update you with warnings or advice of that location but he also sounds
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spooked by the abandoned, run down photo-locations and is very keen to get the job done then GTFO!

in addition to Frank's ramblings, you will discover dictaphone recordings scattered around that reveal a past investigation adding to
the backstories of the 'jumpscare' ghost elements that appear throughout the game. These 'jumpscares' are mostly sound effects or a
flashing image that appears so they are not frightening in any sense of the word.
There is also historical backstory to the Owner in the form of clippings & reports as an extra objective so there is an interesting
variety of plots to this game.

The game's purpose is to follow arrow directions that lead you further into 96 Mill to either unlock doors\/rooms or collect items
for your inventory. As you explore there is the option of using the arrows OR using the Map for quick teleport, the game will
autosave during progression of objectives and assignments such as collecting the dictaphones or placing of the explosives. Once you
unlock 1 of 2 endgame areas (marked as 'Optional' on map) and then travel to there the game completes giving any of 10
endings depending on what objectives were fully completed. This creates quicker replays since you will become more aware of
what objectives to do & know which weren't completed when reattempting to uncover further endings.

The game presentation is simple but effective, I liked its use of photo-locations because it evoked memories of countless
hours spent playing SSSG puzzle\/escape games (Super Sneaky Spy Guy - check them out if you never heard of them because
you will see the inspirations taken from them). The eerie music adds to the atmosphere and the simplistic effects aren't mind
blowing but are effective if you're playing with the lights off with headphones! There is great use of voice acting that really
adds to the experience and I personally think if that element was taken away from this game it would seriously devalue its
gameplay.
The game does have weaknesses in that it overcompensates in guiding you through the game but if you don't make use of the
Map or aren't fully absorbed in the direction of the story it is very easy to get lost mid-game ending up with an early game
completion. This could get frustrating for some players who don't enjoy repetition or want a smooth gameplay in one sitting
but I would advise these player types to either avoid this or take this into consideration as it's purpose is to replay and uncover
multiple endings
I also had an unusual issue with the Menu when attempting to load a game after an ending had happened, it would bring up
a file to select but when you choose it the game fails to load beyond showing a flashing '96'. Yet after restarting I found that
if I clicked new game then clicked the mouse as it was loading it would take me to my last location point before the past game
had ended! Whether this was what it is meant to do is unclear but if so why was I having the Continue\/Load Game issues?

Don't let my moaning of the loading deter you from this game because it is an enjoyable story & the gameplay is addicting in
both its mysteries and its multiple endings. I managed to uncover 8 of its 10 endings during the 5 or so hours of playing but it
is achievable in less.
One thing lacking which I believe would compliment the tasks in this game is Achievements plus trading cards wouldn't be a
bad idea too then it would be worth its full price.

~~~Liked what you see? You can find more at Have a word ~~~. this game is powered by physic and i am powered by peanut
BUTER
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This train is super fun to drive and it makes me feel like i'm in the 1970's. It's a sliding puzzle, so, if you're here you probably
enjoy doing this stuff. I paid little less than 50 cents. But even at full price I think it is worth it.
Seems like there's going to be free updates and more levels in the near future, that's a big plus.
Perfect when you have to wait the classic 15 minutes before going somewhere or do something important.
Music is relaxing!. What a fantastic experience!!!
Physics is very good , there is a reactive AI and an exciting environment.
What else... Ah yess! It cost less than 5$!!!. Can not click on units they just continue to drill over and over and refuse to report
to there commander (slackers). I have played cossacks in the past and it was great, but cannot even play the tutorial (More Drill
is needed) ?. Really fun game! its simple in mechanics but it happens to be quite a challenge!
Recommended!. Works very nicely, if it doesn't let you download, go to 'Console Tab' and enter download_depot 304050
462050

EDIT: If you DO NOT see the console tab, then follow these steps:

1) Close Steam
2) Go to Steam shortcut, right-click and click properties
3) Where you see "C:\\xxxx\\Steam\\Steam.exe" Just add "-console" right after it
  Example: "C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\Steam.exe" -console
4) Relaunch Steam as you normally would, you would see the Console Tab after
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